HISTORIC SOCIETY
LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE.
SESSION I.

NOVEMBER 23BD, 1848.

No. 2.

The Second Meeting of the Society was held in the Board Room of the
Collegiate Institution, Liverpool, on the 23rd November, 1848,
RICHARD BROOKE, Esq., F.S.A., in the Chair.
The following donations to the Society were announced :
1. BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS. On the Earls of Derby, and Verse Writers
and Poets of the 17th Century, by Thomas Heywood, Esq., F.S.A., presented by the author. Catalogue of a sale of Books, &c., relating to Lancashire and Cheshire, 1835, from T. Heywood, Esq., F.S.A. The most
pleasant song of Lady Bessy, the eldest daughter of King Edward the
Fourth, and how she married King Henry the Seventh, of the house of Lancaster, with notes by Thomas Heywood, F.S.A., presented by the Editor.
The Unton Inventories, containing Wills and Inventories of the property of
the Unton* Family, in the years 1596 and 1620 ; published by the Berk* The Unions, a family of high distinction in the Counties of Berks and Oxford,
appear to have been originally settled in Lancashire. Henry Unton, Chirographer of
the King's Bench, in the time of Edward IV., died 27th August, 1470, and was buried
at Sculthorpe, Co. Norfolk, where he had purchased estates. By his will, he directs
21 marks to be paid for masses for three years, at Chorley, Co. Lane., for his soul,
those of Richard Townley, and his Ancestors. Chorley, seems therefore, to have been
the original residence of the family, and this Henry still retained property in Lancashire, as he directs his tenement called Rigbere, at Whitell in le Woods, (in the
parish of Leyland, Co. Lnnc.) to be vested in William, son of Robert CharnocK,
William, son of William Chorley, and six other good feoffees.
The family whose curious effects form the subject of the Inventories, were descended,
it is supposed, from Hugh, brother of the Henry just mentioned; and it is probable
that the Unions of St. Lawrence Pountney, in the City of London, were descended from
John, son of this Henry Unton.
The name also occurs at Drayton.Co. Salop. In Ormerod's Cheshire, vol. 1, 534; it
is said that Sir Thos. Aston, of Aston, Cheshire, who died 1613, married a second wife,
Mary d. of Wm. Unton, of Draiton, in Shropshire, but had no issue by her.
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shire Ashmolean Society; from H. C. Pidgeon, Hon. Sec.; Continuation
of the " Notes on the Nobility," by D. Boss, Esq., presented by the
Author; Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool, from the Society.
2. CUTTINGS, PRINTS, &o. The following Prints, &c., were presented by
Thos. Heywood, Esq., F.S.A.
Portrait of Stanley, Earl of Darbey, after Holbein.
Do.
d^f
smaller.
Do.
Stanley, Earl of Derby, by D. Log.
Do.
do.
smaller, Vander Gucht.
Do.
James, Earl of Derby,
Do.
Charles, Earl of Derby, by Blooteling.
Do.
Charles Stanley, do. smaller,
Do.
Earl of Derby, by Thompson.
Do.
Lady Braidshaigh, after Knellcr.
Do.
James Stanley, 7th Earl of Derby.
Do.
James, and Charlotte de Tretnouille, his Countess.
Do.
Dr. John Bridgeman, Bishop of Chester.
Do.
Thomas Barritt, of Manchester, Antiquarian.
Do.
Sir John Meldrum, General of the County of Lancaster.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Robert Thyer, by Bradley.
William Walker, by Backman, (two copies.)
do.
smaller.

Do.
Richard Dugdale, the Surry Impostor, (two copies.)
Group of Holy Family, by Winstanley.
View of Latham House, before the Siege, by Finden.
Do. Radcliffe Hall and Tower, 1781.
Do. Poynton Lodge and Environs, 1778.
Do. Old Eaton Hall, Cheshire, and plan.
Do. North Prospect Cholmondeley Hall.
Do. South
do.
do.
Do. S.W. side of Birkenhead Priory.
A Series of Bills of Mortality for Liverpool, from 1774 to 1788. '
Two papers respecting Benn's Garden Chapel, 1781-2.
Two Lithographs of Epitaphs in Wilmslow Church and Armorial Emblazonments in Middleton Church.
Cuttings relating to Vessels employed in the Greenland Fisheries.
3. ANTIQUITIES AND CURIOSITIES. Impression of the inscription on
the Runic Cross, formerly standing at Lancaster, now in the Museum
of the Manchester Natural History Society ; presented by the Right Hon.
the Earl of Ellesmere, President of the Society. Impression from the Seal
of the Free-town of Salopesburie, made in the year of Grace, 1420, from
Thos. Reay, Esq. A collection of Antiquities discovered at Hoylake, from
C. B. Robinson, Esq.
4. MISCELLANEOUS. A wood cut, illustrative of his paper on the Family
of De la Wyche, from R. Brooke, Esq., F.S.A. A Model of a Quern,
illustrative of his paper on Ancient Querns, from Dr. Hume, Hon. Sec.
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The following Documents, &c., were exhibited to the Society.
An interesting document relative to the Rebellion of '45, exhibited by
J. Leigh Clare, Esq., a Member of the Society:
"Manchester/29 Novr 1745
"DEceived by me, as having Power from the
-^Secretary to His Royal Highness CHARLES
Prince of Wales &c. from Mary Philips
the Sum of Four pound six shills 4d as the
Duties of Excise on Ale due by her at and
proceeding the J2 Decem next
£4.6. 4d."

This receipt was found among the papers of Mr. Burdett, excise officer
at Manchester, and given by him to his grandson, Ralph Leigh, of Hindley
Green, Wigan, by whom it was presented to his grandson, the present
possessor.
A very graphic description of the advance of the Army of the Young
Pretender from Carlisle through Lancashire, is found in "A Complete
History of the Rebellion, &c., by James Ray, of Whitehaven, Volunteer
under his Royal Highness the Duke of Cumberland." On the 27th
November, 1745, both divisions of the Pretender's army met, and Rested
at Preston. The next day the Highlanders marched to Wigan, and on
that day an " advance party" entered Manchester. Ray thus describes this
entrance to Manchester : " Manchester was taken by a Serjeant, a Drum,
and a Woman, about two o'clock in the afternoon, who rode up to the Bull's
Head, on horses with hempen halters, (a just emblem of what they deserved,)
where they dined ; after dinner they beat up for recruits, and in less than
an hour listed about thirty. They were likewise joined by several others,
some of desperate fortunes, who were modelled into what they called the
Manchester Regiment." That the usual plan of the Pretender, who laid
hands on as much of the public money as he could obtain from the people
of the towns through which he passed, was not in this instance neglected,
the receipt we have given will shew.
A letter of secret intelligence, dated November 28th, one of a series written by a Manchester gentleman, to the Duke of Cumberland, and recently
discovered by Lord Mahon, in the State Paper Office, Scotland, corrobo-
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rules the account given by Ray, and says " the two Highlanders who
came in yesterday and beat up for Volunteers, for him they call his
Royal Highness Charles Prince of Wales, offered five guineas advance.
Many took on; each received one shilling, to have the rest when the
Prince came ! * * * The bellman went to order all persons charged
with Excise, and innkeepers, forthwith to appear, and bring in their last
acquittances and as much ready cash as that contains, on pain of military execution." The letter goes onto say " several thousands came in (on the 28th)
at two o'clock : they ordered the bells to ring, and the bellman has been
ordering us to illuminate our houses to-night, which must be done. The
Chevalier marched by my door in a Highland dress, surrounded by a
Highland guard ; no music but a pair of bagpipes." The whole letter is
given in Lord Mahon's " History of England from the Peace of Utrecht."
On the 1st of December the Chevalier resumed his march, passing
through Cheshire, and on the 4th took up his quarters at Derby, but it is
unnecessary to prolong our notice of events so well known.
Mr. CLARE also contributed the following extracts, copied by himself,
from the Parish register at Wigan :

August
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I

An account of Certificates given to persons within
this Town and Parish of Wigan, to be touched for
the King's evil by King James the Second at Chester
City.

Alice dangle James Leyland de Ince.
William son
Esther daughter of William Urmston de hallgate
Margaget Daugh Edward Prescott de Milnegate
William Son James Younge de Standishgate
James son John Langshaw de Scoles
Edward son William Moorcroft de Scoles
James son Peter Browne de pemberton
James son ffrancis Sherrington de Wallgate
Elizabeth daugf Robert lUgbye de hindley
Elizabeth daugr John Haughton de Marketstead
Elizabeth daugV Thomas Kirbye de Milnegate
Grace daugV James Scott de Standishgate
Margery daug^ John Whalley de Standishgate
Thomas son John Edge de Ince
Jefery son firancis Sherrington de Wallgnte
Elizabeth daugr John Glover de Ince
Ellin daugr Robert Banks de scoles
Margery daug^ Parson Banks de Milnegate
Sisley daug^ John Cooper de haigh
Richard Haddock de Leyland
Alice ffoster widow de Hallgate
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Mr. MAYEB exhibited a
Receipt for Money and Provision given to King Charles
I., during the Civil War as follows :
"Septembr 4 1643
Eecd the day & yeare above written fnTTho'? Breck
of Lower Runchorne the summe of twenty foure
pound in Mony & provision wcb hee the said
Tho: Breck hath freely advanced & lent unto
the King & Parliam* upon the proposition
& upon the publique faith to be repayd
with interest according to ye rate 8 tb p cent
and of the same receapt let this bee his
testimony.
Given
under
or
hands
Richard Brooke
Tho Marbury,"
On the back are the following indorsements
" A receipt for twenty four
Pounds w^1 my Great-Great
Grandfather (^"Thomas Breck of
Runcorn advanced for the use
of King Charles the 1 st in his great
Troubles ^NB He died Febr 14th 1654
His Son Tho. Breck who succeeded
in the Estate at Runcorn died Augst 30 1687
His Grandson Tho Breck of Runcorn
died Sept' 30 1728
His Great-Grandson Tho. Breck
died at Keel in Staffordshire March
30th 1763 & is there interr'd
Tho* Breck son of the last
Named Tho8 Breck died at
Penfields* Sep 8th IS 12 and
is interred at Keel Staff"5 "
From this Thos. Breck, the paper descended to John Gardner, his
Nephew, who died at Newcastle-under-Lyme, 1841, and thence to his niece,
Ann Tate, who married the Rev. Thomas Barker Ingham, M.A., Incumbent of Rainhill, in whose possession it now is, November, 1848.
* Near Newcastle-under-Lymc.
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MB. MATEK exhibited an Anglo-Roman Fibula or brooch, which had
been kindly lent by the Committee of the Chester Mechanics' Institution,
in whose Museum it is preserved.

This Brooch, of which the woodcuts convey a faithful representation, was
found in a field near Chester, on the Parkgate Road, November 25th, 1840.
It is of bronze, counter sunk in sections, which are inlaid with '' paste,"
coloured, red, white, and green. The pin is gone, but the joint and part
of the fastening remain.
In connexion with this subject,* Mr. Pidgeon read a few remarks on
brooches in general, and Mr. Mayer illustrated the paper with a collection
* Plate I. exhibits several iibulic and brooches. 1. A Roman fibula from
Pompeii, showing the spiral fastening. 2. 3. Anglo-Roman fibulae, found at Hoylake.
4. 4. Portions of settings of brooches, from the same locality. The smaller specimen
has tbe green paste remaining. 5. A ring brooch, from Hoylake, of the thirteenth or
fourteenth century. 6. Brooch of Hob Eoy. All these are of the size of the originals.
The remaining outlines, 7, 8, 9, 10, are reduced from bronze brooches in the British
Museum.

fl'l ' " IJT/H
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of Roman Fibulae, from Pompeii, and a Scotch Niello Brooch worn by Bob
Roy, of about the date 1580.
The importance of the classical fibula, both as an article of utility, and as
an ornament, doubtless caused the ancient worker of metals to pay great
attention to its manufacture, and it is thought worthy of observation by
Plutarch, that fibulas and all small iron and steel wares, were attempered in
oil, and not in water, lest they should be too brittle. He says further, that
when the iron was melted red hot, they strewed the dust of marble on it to
cool it, and stop its too great fluidity.
The form of brooches, which were commonly of gold or of bronze and
more rarely of silver, was as varied in ancient as in modern times.
Animals, parts of animals, lyres, circles, and arcs of circles, medallions of
Emperors, engraved stones, &c., occur. After the fall of the Western
Empire the brooches became still more highly ornamented. On their medals,
the Emperors are represented with fibulae, (on their right shoulders) from
which depend jewels attached by three small chains.
The right shoulder was the usual place where the broach was worn, but
it occurs on the left shoulder, and more rarely on the breast. A well known
instance of the former is the Apollo Belvidere. Women often wore brooches
on both shoulders, though usually on the right shoulder only, and instances
of rows of small brooches are seen in ancient sculpture.
The splendid shawl of Ulysses, described in the 19th book of the Odyssey,
was provided with two small pipes to receive the pin of the golden brooch,
to prevent injury to the fabric of the shawl.
Not only might the brooch pin injure the cloth which it was placed to
fasten, but it became in female hands a weapon to do far more injury. Euripides, in the Hecuba, describes the Phrygian women as depriving Polymnester of sight, by piercing his eyes with the pins of their fibula;, and the
same weapons are said by Herodotus, to have been used by the Athenian
women to blind a man whom they afterwards despatched. (Edipus strikes
his own eyeballs with a brooch taken from the dress of Jocasta. The verb
irtfotau, to pierce as with a fibula, is used by Homer.
Fibulae of all countries and of all ages have been found. Count Caylus
engraved one, a Graulish brooch, which served as a brooch or a buckle and
a key. In the middle ages the brooch was called Broquette, and moulds
for casting it of the 12th century have been found.
The Romanised Briton differed little from the provincial Roman, whose
dress he copied, retaining the brooch in the position in which it was worn
by the Romans. Of this custom this brooch is an example.
The middle-age brooches were sometimes engraved with legends.
Fosbroke notices one with the legend " Ave Maria, Gratia Plena."
MB. MASEB said that in Lycia, the fibula had been found by Sir C.
Fellowes, in common wear, and of precisely the same form as the Scotch
brooch, and similar to Roman bronze brooches in the British Museum.
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EICHAKD BBOOKE, Esq., F.8.A., exhibited an ancient and very curious
deed, dated the 2nd of December, in the 4th year of the reign of King
Charles I., (1628) between Sir Cuthbert Halsall, of Halsall, in the
County of Lancaster, Knight, and John Barnes of Sutton, in the same
County, Gentleman, relative to a Mansion called Micklehead Hall, and
a Dove House, and other property in Sutton. Mr. Brooke exhibited two
other deeds relating to the property in Sutton, one dated 5th November,
in the 23rd year of Charles I., and the other 13th July, in the 19th year of
Charles II.
THOS. MOOEE, Esq., exhibited a very complete and interesting series of
Acts of Parliament, Maps, Drawings, Views, and Documents relating to
the Leeds and Liverpool Canal.
The following papers were then read :
I. A DESCKIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF THE HISTOBICAL DECORATIONS NOW
PUTTING DP IN THE GBAMMAB SCHOOL, PEESTON.

By Frank Howard, Esq.
At Preston, there is a Grammar School fast rising into eminence, of
which the original endowment is unknown. The property having become
undistinguishable from the estates of the Corporation, that body has made
a liberal calculation of the value which the endowment of the School would
have attained, in the present condition of the town, and makes an annual
allowance of a fixed sum, as an equivalent for the rents which the trust
would have been entitled to receive, and a subscription is entered into by
various gentlemen of the town and neighbourhood, to place the School on a
footing with the best public Schools in the Kingdom.
The new buildings in Winkley Square, Preston, into which the school
has been removed, form, with other public buildings erected adjoining to
them, a very picturesque composition; and the opportunity has not been
neglected of making the walls a medium of instruction in history. For this
purpose, Mr. John Addison, the judge of the County Court and Recorder
of Clithero, one of the leading patrons of the school, applied to Mr. Howard
for a design for the decoration of the school with paintings. The whole
school consists of three rooms, called respectively the Greek, Latin, and
English schools; the decoration of all of which was contemplated in the
original design; and it was therefore proposed to illustrate in these schools
the Greek, Roman, and English Histories respectively, in which case the
large gable end of the English school, twenty eight feet high above the

*_
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wainscot pannelling, and twenty-six feet wide, would have been devoted to
what may be called the chivalric period of our own history; viz.: from
the Battle of Hastings to the last of the Tudor sovereigns. Various circumstances however have led to a modification of the original plan. It
appears that Preston has been the scene of many important events,
in connexion with various Sovereigns: which there is some desire to
record, as especially appropriate to the place. There are also some Saxon
feelings with respect to Lancashire, which are entitled to consideration.
Moreover, Mr. Addison, whose liberality gave birth to the scheme, and
extended to the completion of the gable end of the English school, the
decoration of which he has contributed as his further donation to the
school, was desirous of making his example as attractive as posssible,
with a view to induce the other patrons to extend the donations. They
might thus record the history of Lancashire, both as a County Palatine,
and in connexion with the events that have influenced the progress of the
Empire of Great Britain.
Mr. Howard in a long and able paper, traced the events which he has
selected to form the series of historical pictures, with which he has decorated the end wall of the English school. Our limits will not, however,
allow us to do more than to give a very brief catalogue of the subjects,
which commence at the apex of the gable with THE INTRODUCTION OF
CHRISTIANITY INTO THE NORTH OF ENGLAND, when, at the instigation of
Paulinus, Coifi, the high priest, mounted on a war horse armed, riding
into the sacred enclosure, threw a spear at the idols, and thus desecrated
the temple.
The space to be decorated below the point of the gable, has been divided
into four horizontal rows, which are distinguished by arches of the four
leading styles of architecture :
1. In the upper series, the arches of which are semicircular, are arranged
the following. In the centre, the FOUNDATION OF OXFORD UNIVERSITY, of
which Alfred has the reputation; to the left, CANUTE REBUKING HIS
COURTIERS ; to the right, HENRY II. ESTABLISHING THE FLEMISH WEAVERS.
Scrolls and emblems are introduced, such as the Danish raven, (the sacred
standard Reafan,) the white horse of the Saxons, &c., which carry on the
composition of the future and the history of the period.
2. In the next range of pointed arches, RICHABD COSUR DE LION is seen
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on his march, after the debarkation in the Holy Land, with Philip of France;
next to this a niche contains CONSTANCE of BRETAGNE and PRINCE ARTHUR,
and in the next compartment, KING JOHN is SIGNING MAGNA CHAETA. In
the centre, a triple arch has been obtained, and WICTJF, CHAUCER, and
FHOISSABT are introduced as exemplifying the three leading lines of Literature, Religion, Poetry, and History. To complete this range, the following
subjects are introduced: HENRY III. MEETING THE ABMED PARLIAMENT;
EDWARD III. AND PHILIPPA ; and EDWARD THE BLACK PRINCE bringing
his prisoner KING JOHN, of FRANCE, into LONDON. In this, as in the upper
series, emblems, shields, &c., show other great events of the period.
3. The third range under florid Gothic arches, comprises the following
subjects: WAT TYLER AND RICHARD II; RICHAHD II. DESIGNED AS A MONK
TAKING LEAVE OF HIS YOUNG QUEEN ; the MARRIAGE OF HENRY V. WITH

CATHERINE OF FRANCE ; HENRY VI. CROWNED AT PARIS. On the sides of
this central subject are painted in niches, HUMPHREY the good Duke of
GLOUCESTER, and RICHARD NEVIL the King-making Earl of WARWICK. The
MURDER OF PRINCE EDWARD, after the battle of Tewkesbury, the CHILDREN
IN THE TOWER ; and the BATTLE OF BOSWORTH FIELD, complete this series
of subjects, which, occupying the arches and niches of the most highly decorated architecture, are surmounted with carved tabernacle work, and
enriched with arms, badges, and cognizances.
4. The lowest range of arches, of the Tudor form, include four illustrations
of the reign of the Tudor Sovereigns: HENRY VIII. DISMISSING CARDINAL WOLSEY; EDWARD VI. GIVING THE LITURGY TO BISHOP RIDLEY;
MARY RELEASING THE PRISONERS WHOM SHE FOUND IN THE TOWER, when
she entered that fortress on the deposition of Lady Jaue Grey; and QUEEN
ELIZABETH HOLDING THE COUNCIL for the defence of the country against
the Invincible Armada.
Mr. HOWARD exhibited general sketches, as well as cartoons for the different divisions of his subject, and entered at some length into a detail of
the sources whence his authorities for the history, as well as for the costumes, portraits and accessories have been taken. The paintings have been
executed in Liverpool in separate compartments, in oil, on paper, pasted
on canvas, a method which affords as great blilliancy as fresco in most
hands, and combines the greatest durability with convenience of execution. They are fitted to their situations with facility on battens
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previously secured to the wall. It is impossible, however, without greater
space than this mode of publication admits, and in the absence of the
power to illustrate our summary with sketches, to enter further into the
subject. The cordial thanks of the Society were given to Mr. Howard for
his interesting and valuable paper.
II.

ON THE QUERN RECENTLY PRESENTED TO THE SOCIETY, AND ON

HAND MILLS IN GENERAL.

By the Rev. A Hume, LL.D.
Bread, " the staff of life," is used by all nations more or less; and therefore the mode of its preparation in various countries becomes a question of
much interest. The history of the Quern is accordingly engrafted on a
more general subject, and a history may be read geographically, as well as
chronologically. In other words, there are people in existence at this day
corresponding to almost every grade of civilization; and thus, facts of a
primitive kind, which are only traditional with ourselves, are illustrated by
the actual circumstances of less civilized nations.
(1.) The simplest mode of preparing grain for food is by boiling or roasting
it; in the former case it is softened, in the latter it is made brittle. (2.)
A degree of advancement is the trituration by stones. In New Mexico,
the maize is beaten on a broad stone which is inclined to the ground
at a small angle, by a smaller one like a painter's muller. (3.) Next
in order come the pestle and mortar. The Israelites, as we find from
the Mosaic narrative employed these. (Numb. xi. 8.) (4.) The next
step in advance is the common use of the quern; and this is the chapter
in the general preparation of food which is now to be read in some detail.
I. DERIVATION OF THE TEBM " QUERN." In the Suio-Gothic, or
ancient language of Sweden, the word is spelled as it is with ourselves ; in
the ancient Teutonic it is querne. From this Teutonic root a provincial
term used in Northumberland is derived, which in Mr. Brockett's " Glossary"
is spelled kern. This is identical with the Scottish Idrn, and the English
churn. Not only is a relationship established between the quern and the
churn by their etymology ; the same term, kern, is also used in Northumberland to denote both. Mr. Huband Smith says " It seems more than
probable that the Latin verb ' cerno,' whose primary meaning is to separate
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or divide, took its rise from the operation of these very primitive implements of domestic economy." * The learned are aware that the c in cerno
(from the Greek xpivu) was pronounced hard (like fc) as in the Celtic
languages; the Latin word would thus denote the separation of meal from
the husk, or milk from the butter. Capell supposes that, in the quotations
from Shakespeare given at p. 39, Robin Goodfellow laboured at the churn.
One would think that he did not know the meaning of the word " querne."
II. STRUCTURE The machine consists of two stones, round or nearly
round, about two feet in diameter, but varying from twelve to thirty inches.
The upper is from two to seven inches deep ; the lower may be of any size
or depth, and it may he a perfect fixture. In general, however, its depth
does not exceed nine inches, and it is of such a volume as to be easily
removable. In some cases the top of the lower is convex, and the bottom
of the upper concave; there is thus no danger of the stones sliding on each
other, and the meal easily subsides to the edges. In some examples we
find the two contiguous surfaces scored, to increase the action of the grain.
The patterns are very varied.
The upper stone of the quern was usually turned by a vertical handle
inserted in it; but sometimes it was inserted at the side. In the quern
possessed by the Society, there is reason to believe that a small crowbar
was inserted at the side, and pushed round by a man, as a horizontal lever.
Occasionally the upright handle was elongated, and placed in a cross-bar
above, to give a small amount of leverage, or " purchase," in the process of
turning.
Sometimes a ledge of stone was left round the circumference of the
lower, and within this the upper stone sat; or an imitation ledge was made
occasionally of wood or metal. A quern of the former kind is in the collection of the Natural History Society at Belfast. In any of these cases
it was necessary to have a hole at the side, or to have the upper stone
removable, for the free egress or extraction of the meal. When the
machine was small, it was worked on a table or bench; but the more usual
plan was to spread a cloth on the floor to contain the meal, and to place the
quern upon it.
The lower stone was sometimes made of a harder material, at least it
« " Proceedings of the Eoyal Irish Academy," L, 391.
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was harder by supposition, and hence the expression in Job, (xli., 24,)" his
heart is as .... hard as a piece of the nether mill stone." One of the
stones of a quern at Barmouth, is of harder material than the other.
The upper stone was usually provided with a bar across the hole, or
" eye," and in the centre of this, the pivot of the lowerTstone was placed.
By wadding with small pieces of leather, any required degree of fineness
could be given to the meal.
There is, however, a species of quern, midway between the pestle and
mortar on the one hand, and that just described on the other. The ridge
surrounding the lower stone gives to the whole the appearance of a basin, and
it is mounted on tripod. This kind is very ancient, and^now extremely
rare.
III. HISTORY. We read that Abraham said to Sarah, (Gen. xviii. 6.)
"make ready quickly three measures of fine meal, knead it, and make
cakes upon the hearth." Also, the patriarch having selected a calf, "gave
it unto a young man, and he hasted to dress it." Here is the division of
labour as practised in the East still; the man is the butcher, the woman
the miller and baker. Sarah is directed both as to quality and kind; and
it is probable that she used the pestle, as we still find it in use in the
time of Moses, or five hundred years afterwards.
We have evidence of two kinds that the quern was used by the ancient
Egyptians. The one is, that the illustrations of domestic manners which
have been brought to light by researches among the ancient monuments of
the country, contain the process of grinding in the manner about to bo
described. The other is, the evidence of Moses in an incidental allusion.
The first-born were to be destroyed, "from the first-born of Pharaoh that
sitteth upon his throne, to the first-born of the maid servant that is behind
the mill." (Exod., xi.,5.)
Subsequently, the same instrument was used by the Greeks; and it is
said that Pittacus, king of Mitylene, one of the seven wise men, had been
used £b turn the quern handle. In after ages, the women, imagining that
that fact gave dignity to their employment, lightened their labour with
singing,
" Grind, grind sway mill,
Pittacna too was a grinder."
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The Romans used the quern ; and beautiful specimens of Roman workmanship are turned up from time to time in almost every part of the
countries which they inhabited.
The ancient Britons and Saxons also made use of it, as numerous existing
specimens testify. They are identified with one or other class of people,
partly from construction, but mainly from locality. There is au interesting
Scandinavian legendary ballad, called the " Quern Song,"* serving to
identify it with those countries also.
It is among the Celtic population that we find the quern still used in
these countries. The Highlanders use it in Scotland ; the Irish in Kerry,
Connaught, and a few other places; nor is it quite extinct, though perhaps
less known, in Wales. But even in purely Saxon districts, as the Lowlands of Scotland, and the North of Ireland, the generation is scarcely
passed away that saw it in current use. The grey-haired chroniclers used
to tell how an active housewife would reap the oats from the harvest ridge,
separate the grain from the straw, winnow and dry it, grind and sift the
meal, and make it into porridge, in time for the breakfast of the workmen.
IV. LOCALITY. Travellers tell us that hand mills of stone are used in
China; and we know, in a similar way, that they are extensively used in
India, in the preparation of the simple food of the Hindoos. In the countries
which are called by way of eminence the East, as Egypt, Arabia, Persia,
and Asiatic Turkey, its existence is well known. A manuscript which
Colonel Leake preserved, in describing the miseries of the people of Maina,
in the Morea, says, " at night they turn the hand mill, and weep, singing
lamentations for the dead while they grind their wheat." In almost every
country of Europe, probably in all without exception, it is found either as
an antiquity or as an existing implement. Among the negro nations it is
common in Central and Western Africa. Thus we can trace it, without
interruption, almost from Japan on the east, to Galway on the west. It is
found on the American continent also.
The quern was used principally in the hill countries, for the two following
reasons: (1.) Where grain is small in quantity, there is economy of time
and increased convenience in its use. The quern is to the mill what the
spade is to the plough, the. flail to the thrashing machine, the saddle horse
* " Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy," i., 392.
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to the railway train, the spinning wheel to the factory. There are many
cases in which the simple instrument is decidedly the more desirable.
(2.) The nature of the country. Loads of grain are not easily dragged over
steep hills; and what must the difficulty liave been in the days of bridle
roads and pack horses ? How great is it even now, when the floods are out,
or the hills covered with snow. Dr. Johnson, in his "Tour in the
Hebrides," says, " when the water mills in Skye and Raasa are too far
distant, the housewives grind their oats with a quern, or hand mill."
V. MODE OF USING. Two persons usually sat on the ground, with the
quern between them; and while the right hand of each was used in turning,
the left was used in filling the " eye," or hopper, of the upper stone. In
pictorial illustrations of Scripture, the women are usually represented as
kneeling, or leaning over the quern; but it is easy to see that in that
position only a portion of the strength could be employed; it is therefore
unnatural.
The process of grinding was usually regarded as heavy work probably
like turning a mangle or grindstone with ourselves it was therefore
reserved for slaves, or mere drudges. This was Sampson's employment
after his capture by the Philistines " ho did ijrind in his prison house."
(Judg.,xvi. 21.) The contrast between Pharaoh upon his throne, and the
maid servant behind the mill, shows that the latter occupied the lowest
social position. In the complaint of Zion, which concludes the Lamentations, it is said, " they took the young men to grind."
The Irish used two words to denote the quern. Bro is from the same
root as our ancient.English word bray (to bruise as in a mortar, see Prov.
xxvii., 22); and clochvron means the "stone of sorrow." It is said
that water mills were introduced into Ireland in the third century, by
Cormac, son of Art, the chief monarch, in his anxiety to relieve a beautiful
bondmaid called Ciarnad, who was" obliged to furnish a certain quantity of
meal daily from the bro. The bard O'Lochain, who died in 1024, says that
a millwright was sent for across the sea, probably to Scotland, and that
the mill was erected on a stream near Tara.*
VI. LAWS AND CUSTOMS. The Mosaic law prohibited any one from
taking " the upper or the nether mill stone to pledge, for he taketh a man's
" Ordinance Survey of Londonderry," i., 215.
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life to pledge." This was a humane enactment, and prevented any one
from taking advantage of a man's necessity or thoughtlessness.
In modern times, kings monopolised the grinding of grain; and it was
enacted in Scotland in 1284, that "No man sail presume to grind quheit,
maisnlocjs, or rye, in hand mylne, except he be compelled by storme, or be
in lack of mills quhilk which sould grinde the samen; and in this case, gif
a man grindes at hand mylnes, he sail gif the threllein measure as mulcture;
gif any man contraveins this our proclamation, he sail tyne his mill perpetuallie." Subsequently this monopoly was granted to individuals; and
within a certain district called the " sucken," or " soken," every one was
obliged to grind, and to pay the usual toll, mulcture, or " thirliage." But
this law, did not prevent any one from grinding at home for family use.
To secure the entire trade, and literally " to draw grist to the mill," the
millers waged a war of extermination against the querns. Some were
purchased, and some obtained surreptitiously; and in every case the pair
was destroyed by the breaking of the upper stone. Numerous fragments
might be found upon the surface, or dug up in the neighbourhood of the
older wind and water mills.
The miller was an important person in a rural district, or a small village.
In our old English literature, especially in ballad poetry, he is generally
represented as strong and hale, and not unfrequently he figures in connexion with the fair sex. The description of the miller by Chaucer, in the
" Canterbury Tales," is so minute, and has such an air of individuality
about it, that the poet must have had some person in view when he
wrote it:
" The miller was a stout carl for the nones,
Ful big he was of brauu and eke of bones."

He bore away the ram in wrestling, could heave a door off the bar, " or
breke it at a reuning with his hede; " he had red hair, a peculiar wart upon
his nose, and his beard was dressed broad in the shape of a spade. He
was also musical, for
" A baggepipe wel could he blow and soune,
And therewithal he brought us out of towne."

VII. ALLUSIONS TO IT. It is not a little curious that the original
languages of the Scriptures distinguish between the two stones, where our
less perfect translation gives the common term " mill stone." The upper
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was known among the ancients as the " rider," and the lower the " ass."
Thus, we are told that " a certain woman cast a piece of mill stone (rider)
upon Abimelech's head, and ail-to (thoroughly) brake his skull;" (Judg. is. 53,)
and again, " it were better for him that a mill stone (ass* mill stone) were
hanged about his neck, and that he were cast into the sea."f
A translation of the Scriptures by Wiclif in the early part of the 14th century, contains the following version of a well known passage (Matt. xxiv. 41):
" Tweine wymmen sehulen ben gryndyuge in o querne, oon schal be taken
and the tother lefte."
In the book of Revelation, desolation is shown by the silence of musicians
and craftsmen; and it is added,
" The sound of a mill stone shall be heard no more at all in her."
The passage in Job (xxxi., 10) which alludes to grinding, is usually
supposed to denote degradation of another kind, figuratively indicated;
some think, however, that it is an allusion to literal grinding or slavery.
But Solomon's allusion in the book of Ecclesiastes (xii., 3, 4) is decidedly
and beautifully figurative. " The keepers of the house [hands and arms]
shall tremble, and the strong men [legs and back] shall bow themselves,
and the grinders [teeth] cease because they are few, and those that look out
of the windows [eyes] be darkened. And the doors shall be shut in the
streets [lips with the cheeks fallen in] when the sound of the grinding is low."
The following are other illustrations from our own literature :
" Whereas they made him at the querne grinde;
Ah 1 nobill Sampson, strongest of mankind." Chaucer.
" For skant of vittale,
The comes in quernes of stone they grand." Douglas' Virgil.
" Kobin Goodfellow, are yon not he
That fright the maidens of the villag'ry,
Skim milk, and sometimes labour at the querne,
And bootless make die breathless housewife churn ?" Shakespeare.

The following is from Professor Tennant's translation of a Greek epigram,
which was composed on the introduction of water mills :
" Ye maids who toil'd so faithful at the mill,
* Some say that this was the stone of a mill turned by an ass, but the contrast with
" rider" shows that the other view is the correct one. Such a stone would be of a suitable
size to be brought and to cause drowning. The drowning of Morris the guager, as
recorded by Sir Walter Scott, in " Rob Roy," took place iu this way.
t Matthew, xriii., 6 ; Mark, ix., 42 ; Luke, xvii., 2.
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Now cease from work, and from those toils be still;
Sleep now till dawn, and let the birds with glee,
Sing to the ruddy morn on bush and tree;
For, what your hands performed so long so true,
Ceres has charged the water nymphs to do."

An interesting anecdote, illustrative at once of the feelings of humanity,
and of the use of the quern in Africa, is that recorded by Mungo Park.
When he had turned his horse loose for the night, and with his saddle
and bridle had himself taken shelter in a tree, from wild beasts, he was
prevailed upon by a poor negress to enter her hut, and was most kindly
and hospitably entertained. During the evening, while her daughters spun
cotton, they extemporized a song which was applicable to himself. It has
been versified almost in Park's own words:
" The loud winds roared, the rains fell fast,
The white man yielded to the blast;
He came and sat beneath our tree,
For weary, sad and faint was he.
Let us pity the poor white man!
No mother has he to bring him milk,
No wife to grind Ms corn."

The paper gave rise to some observations.
Mr. BUTTON said, that during a visit in the west of Ireland in 1841, he
had witnessed the ancient quern in operation, in the house of a clerical
friend, in the county Clare; and that it was always employed to grind the
first of the harvest produce. The women at the quern accompanied their
work with a chant, similar to that noticed by Dr. Hume, each verse containing an allusion to one of the members of the family or visitors. The
first extempore allusion was to the master, then to the mistress, and successively through all the branches of the family; then the visitors came in
for their share, and were expected to join in the working of the mill.
Mr. PIDGEON noticed the remains of some Roman and other querns, of
which specimens are in the Museum at Caernarvon, and continuing the
history of grinding corn, noticed the very curious remains of the water
mill attached to the Abbey of Heading, in Berkshire. This Abbey was
founded and built by Henry I., and the mill remains to this day perfect.
On two sides of the building are plain massive semicircular arches; the
third is a fine arch of pointed form but decorated with a bold zigzag moulding ; the fourth side is occupied by a large fiat arch, under which was the
oven or ovens of the establishment. The water power is supplied by a
brook, which, to prevent the encroachments of secular persons, was
consecrated, and retains the name of the " holy brook." Mr. Pidgeon
noticed the castle mills of Arundell, Chirk, &c., built immediately under
the shelter of the fortress, for the sake of security.

